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2 of 2 review helpful Brings Roman History Alive By J Groen This is an excellent historical fiction book about the 
late Roman Empire in Britain The book covers the period of 305 306 AD with a brief prologue covering a battle in the 
Eastern Roman Empire in 298 AD when the hero of the book got first recognized for his efforts The book is about a 
hypothetical event with some historical context that occurred be A veteran soldier defends the receding borders of the 
Roman Empire in the first installment to a thrilling new seriesOnce a soldier in an elite legion from the Danube newly 
promoted centurion Aurelius Castus now finds himself stuck in Britain rsquo s provincial backwater But when the 
king of the Picts the savages beyond Hadrian rsquo s Wall dies under mysterious circumstances Castus is selected to 
command the bodyguard of a Roman envoy sen ldquo War at the Edge of the World is an impressive debut by Ian 
James Ross Set in a little known era of the Roman Empire the early 4th century AD it throws us head first into a 
chaotic world in which emperors rise and fall fortunes change and a man doe 
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